BICC Pau International Race Report

Pau. A magical race point if ever there was one. Whether it be the Kings Cup Grand National
or on the International scene, the name Pau will send a shiver down the spine of any true
long-distance fancier. In this instance, it is with our International cousins that the brave BICC
members took on the challenge of Pau, along with birds from Northern France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany and Luxembourg. Situated close to the Pyrenees on the West side of
France, along with Agen and St. Vincent, it offers UK fanciers a real opportunity to make a
name for themselves on the International stage, as we have seen in previous years.
As Friday dawned, the 11,739 birds on board the transporters were forced to have to delay
their journeys home due to very dark cloud cover at the race point. The following morning
offered much better prospects with blue skies and very light winds forecast. Indeed, the
pigeons were duly liberated at Pau for the first International of the 2018 season into those
forecasted blue skies with sunny spells and no wind. Easterly winds were predicted enroute, and this offered the UK fanciers that glimmer of hope that once again they could be
in the driving seat for the International result! Alas, it was not to be, with the strong
European convoy taking precedent over the wind.
As you will know, Mark Gilbert made in two wins on the bounce in the BICC and had 10 in
the first 50 on the result sheet, well done again on Mark on a superb performance. A look at
the rest of the Open Result now, followed by the Sections. Just before I do move on, please
note that due to the sheer difficulty offered with International racing and the fewer birds
that are clocked, these reports may not appear as long as others you have witnessed so far
this season. That doesn’t mean that we are any less focused on International racing at all, it
just shows that not as many people clock pigeons in these difficult races.
Also, the weather reporting and the convoyers reports are not dealt with in these reports as
the birds are out of our hands when they go to the International races, for more information
on these, if they are of interest to you, then the information relating to these can be found
on several websites across the Internet

OPEN
Taking 2nd, 27th and 31st Open and 1st, 2nd, 3rd West Section are the Cooper partnership.
Once again, from these long-distance race points in the west of France, Geoff and Catherine
have come to the fore! Superb flying once again and excellent information provided by
Catherine.
“We knew we were in for a hard race when we saw the wind had turned north westerly
over our side of the channel but still we were hopeful of a day bird. It wasn't to be, but after
an early start at 4am, Geoff, Paul Weems, Baz Nichol and myself were thrilled to see at
07:45 a two-year-old chequer hen drop onto the landing board from Pau, 561 miles. She
must have crossed the channel the night before but not early enough for her to make the

journey up to us. A few weeks ago, this game little hen was also 1st section from Alencon
with the BICC, so 2 x 1st sections this year!! As a yearling she flew the programme through
to St Vincent International 533 miles. Her sire is a son of George, 1st national Tarbes and a
great breeder when George was paired to a sister of Farmer George 1st International
Bordeaux. Her dam is a daughter of Etienne Meirlaens Starlight 2nd International Tarbes.
2nd bird home and second section was another 2-year-old chequer hen, her sire is a son of
Mark Gilbert's Marseille winner. The dam is a daughter of George, a full sister to the dam of
Farmer George. She also flew through to St Vincent last year.
The third pigeon to drop and also third section was a three-year-old chequer cock, his sire is
Darkie, a son of George who also bred Mark Gilbert's 2nd International winner from Agen.
Darkie was paired to the dam of Stellar another great racer which goes back to Deweerdt
bloodlines. Again, this cock flew St Vincent International as a yearling. We timed 7 of our 11
entries on the winning day, and everyone flew St Vincent International last year.”
It certainly gets the old grey matter working when you see the results these pigeons are
having when they are being sent to St Vincent and Agen as yearlings, and then keep coming
again at 2 and 3 years old. Well done again both, and fair play to the “observers” for their
early morning start on the Sunday!
3rd Open and 1st East Section are R and N Steptoe. They clocked this game hen to top the
Section and Neil was kind enough to supply the following information for me.
“This 3-year-old hen was on the result at Agen as a yearling and a 2-year-old. She has been
raced widowhood but was then re-paired and sent to Pau sitting 10-day old eggs. The sire is
Red Rocket which was purchased from Clive Turner having flown Pau 3 times with its best
performance being 9th Open L&SECC, flying it on the day. The dam was purchased from
George Humphrey’s bereavement sale, Georges Girl was 1st Messac and 22nd Pau in the
L&SECC, again flying it on the day. This pigeon is of House of Aarden Rainbow Warrior lines.”
With a Pau pedigree like that is it any wonder she came through after the slight step up in
distance from Agen.

Dean Childs is the only fancier to get 2 birds into the top 10 of the Open result from just 8
pigeons sent. Dean has scored 2nd and 6th East Section, 4th and 10th Open. Thanks Dean for
these few words on the two pigeons which did the business for you!
“The first bird is a 2-year-old Cheq Hen, she flew Agen last year as a yearling and was my 3rd
bird home! This year she has been to every channel race that I have sent to and was
showing good form from all the races! She is superbly well bred being a Granddaughter of
2nd (Black Shadow) and 4th international (Kannonbaal Barcelona) Barcelona 2010!
Following on from the theme above, my second bird is a 2-year-old dark cock which also
flew Agen as a yearling! He is from a double grandson of Tuff Nut and a half-sister to Mark

Gilbert’s Southfield Marseille. He has been a steady pigeon all year and has this tough race
has brought the best out in him!”

5th Open and 3rd East Section, we go to another long-distance superstar, Mark Bulled. I
requested some detailed information from Mark in relation to this pigeon and he did not
disappoint.
“I timed a 3-year-old hen bred from my old family of distance birds. She is a granddaughter
of Legacy, 1st NFC Tarbes and Sergeant Cecil, 1st L&SECC Tarbes. When you consider how
closely Sergeant Cecil and Legacy are this hen is therefore very, very inbred which is where I
get my best performances from. She has had 2 inland races and 2 races from Fougeres, 242
miles. The second one 4 weeks previous where she arrived at 9.40pm in the dark triggering
the security lights on my loft, notifying me of her arrival! She reared at the start of the
season before a period of celibacy and then repaired and sitting eggs for Pau. She was 280th
NFC Tarbes last year, my 8th timer from 11. As she always keeps going she was initially
prepared for Palamos but with the stiff North East wind forecast I switched her to Pau last
minute. She arrived from the West and was very fresh. She is fed on 2 of the heavier
widowhood mixes mixed and I add my own long-distance recipe prior to basketing.”
Superb, thanks for this information. The beauty of the BICC there with mark being able to
change his mind last minute and turn up for International marking without pre-booking!
2nd Centre Section and 6th Open, Marius Sepciuc drops in behind Mark Gilbert with a 2-yearold pigeon, having sent 5 to Pau. Marius told me that he was extremely happy to clock this
bird as he is a very busy builder with not much spare time to devote to his birds. In his own
words he didn’t do anything special with the cock, who has his roots with some House of
Aarden blood, coupled with De Vogel lines on the sire’s side, he was sent sitting eggs and
has been fed Versele Laga Gerry Plus to condition him for the Pau race.
Well Marius, whatever you are doing, even if it is not too much, just keep doing it! Well
done on a superb performance.
7th Open is the partnership of N & P Coleman, clocking their single entry! Neil was over the
moon to get the opportunity to get the pigeon recognised in the press, especially as the bird
was named by his daughter!
“Well done to everyone who timed in and thank you to everyone at the BICC for the work
they do, and to Lee and Kevin Buddle and Mike Mitchell for taking the birds. A special
mention must go to Roy Waller who timed our pigeon as I was getting ready to run a
marathon and dad was driving. Also, to everyone who messaged us to congratulate us and
to my dad for helping with the pigeons. Our pigeon “Rainbow Dash”, named by my
daughter, is bred from a pigeon what was purchased from Spencroft Lofts being
Kirkpatrick/Van Hee on the mother’s side and on the father’s side is bred from a pigeon that
flew up to Bergerac on the day for us. “Rainbow Dash” has had 6 trips across the channel
before this year and has won prize cards in the club. This year’s races for her have been
difficult with the weather and 2 of the Fed channel races she was due to go got cancelled so

she has had 2 x Poole at 146 miles, 1 x Bedhampton at 103 miles and Truro, 296 miles, then
2 weeks rest and off to Pau.”
Well done to all the family! Are you sure your daughter named that pigeon Neil, I have a
sneaky suspicion you may well be a “Rainbow” fan from back in the day! I expect the next
two International stars you get to be called Geoffrey and Bungle!

8th Open is David Hales of Hockley, a regular clocking in these long-distance Internationals.
David clocked a 3-year-old blue chequer cock flying 575 miles into Hockley and from 12
birds sent had 5 on the result in the British Section.

9th Open and 3rd Centre Section is Calum Edmiston who quietly goes about his business in
the pigeon world and often comes to the fore in these BICC International events. Pau 2018
has been no different with Calum clocking several birds, the best of which has scored in the
top 10. Calum tells us a little about the hen and his recent record, it makes for pretty
impressive reading!
“"I timed 8 birds from this Pau race and this is my fourth time in the top ten Nationally in
successive long-distance races. My first timer was a 3-year-old blue hen from my Volkens X
Van der Wegen family. She is a half-sister through the dam to my BICC Diploma of Merit
winner Red Rain. Her sire is a son of the No 1 Volkens stock hen that has bred me four
top ten birds in Classic and National competition. She had Alencon and Messac
in preparation and was sent sitting 16-day old eggs. Food is by Vanrobaeys."

CENTRE and EAST SECTIONS
The first 3 in each section in the Centre and East Sections have already been covered within
the open result so we will move on to the other two sections in which birds were clocked.

WEST SECTION
The Coopers took the first three places in the West Section amongst several other positions,
so we move on to the next fancier to have one in the clock, from over 600 miles, John Smale
of Abergavenney takes 4th West Section. A truly wonderful performance by a really string
supporter of the BICC, John sent just 4 birds to Pau.

The form for Treetop Lofts carries on and in this race they are 5th Section, Jill will explain
more.

“The pigeon clocked by Treetops Lofts to be 5th West Section from Pau was bred from a pair
of the Crowley & Green Compton Bassett Missiles stock birds. The sire was then sold on Pipa
when Richard & Anna emigrated to Portugal and he was a direct Verreckt- Arien, named
Lichten Swa. The dam, bred by Richard and Anna, was from two direct Verreckt-Arien
pigeons bred by Richard & Anna, her parents were Pascal and Agy (who were also sold at
the Pipa sale).
We are so pleased to again time a pigeon from the Crowley & Green birds and would like to
thank Richard & Anna for the fabulous birds that they have bred. Congratulation must go to
the winner of this Pau race, Mark Gilbert, who pigeons performed brilliantly under very
testing conditions. Our bird arrived home in excellent condition.”
They would like to thank the excellent work of the convoyers for both with the BICC and the
Colombe Joyeuse.

NORTH CENTRE SECTION
1st Section goes to John Black of Hitchin who is having a wonderful season. I finished my last
report on the North Centre Section by telling John to keep tings going as the Internationals
are just around the corner, and he has done just that!
“Hi John, the bird I got was a two-year-old grizzle widowhood cock, the Sire was bought at
the BICC late bred sale in Hampshire in 2014, it’s from the old Grooter family. The Dam is an
eight-year-old Vandene Plaz hen bought at W. McMillan & Son bereavement in Leyton
Buzzard a couple of years ago. He’s is a steady bird, 7th Section Alencon and 11th Section
Ancenis last year in National races so I might call him “Steady Eddie” if he keeps this up.
Congratulations to all Section winners.”
If topping the Section as Pau is “steady” then can you send me some of your steady ones
please John!!
2nd Section is W. Swain and Sons of Walsgrave in Coventry. Unfortunately, I was not able to
get hold of the Swain family but am going to endeavour to get the pigeon recognition in the
next report which will be of the Agen race. What we do know is that at 633 miles, this is the
furthest flying bird on the result sheet.

As we get deeper into the International arena over the coming weeks the reports will be
coming thick and fast, especially on the weeks where we have 2 races to cover! It’s so
exciting and exhilarating to see these races unfold and feel people’s emotions as they clock
pigeons on the International stage, knowing they have been released against the very best
that Europe has to offer. Nobody sends their “duffers” to these events, why would you! The
cream of UK pigeon racing is on show in these International events and with The Eclipse
Club joining the fray for Agen International, it would be great to see more of us taking on
the International competition, myself included!

For more information on sending to one of the International events please speak with your
local marking station, I am sure they will be more than happy to support you and give you as
much assistance as they can to get your birds ready for the biggest test in UK pigeon racing.
And don’t forget the two races we have from Le Mans in the month of July, make yourself
known to me if you are at Northampton marking station, I may well be there for at least one
of these events and it would be great to get some photos and meet some of you.
Have a great couple of weeks!
John Ghent
Joint Press Officer BICC
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